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Experimental investigations on magnetic anisotropy energies of epitaxial Fe100−xSix thin films on MgO�001�
have been extended to low Si concentration. We separated different contributions and found that the strain-
induced magnetocrystalline anisotropy term favors an in-plane easy axis for the Fe94.5Si5.5 sample, but an
out-of-plane easy axis for the Fe75Si25 sample. First principles calculations using the highly precise full
potential linearized augmented plane wave method indicated that this results from the sign change in magne-
toelastic coupling coefficient in the composition range. Analysis in electronic structures provides clear insights
for the understanding of magnetic anisotropy in these films.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heterojunctions between magnetic materials and semi-
conductors have attracted special attention due to their po-
tential applications in spintronic devices that require an effi-
cient injection of spin-polarized current into semiconductor
for manipulations.1 The spin polarization rate of currents
from conventional magnetic metals is nevertheless small at
ambient temperature, and it is hence crucial to find alterna-
tive magnetic materials for technological exploitations. Heu-
sler compounds are promising candidates since they show
half-metallic ferromagnetic features according to band struc-
ture calculations. Their minority-spin band displays a sizable
gap around the Fermi level, thus they should produce a 100%
spin-polarized current with electrons merely from their me-
tallic majority spin channel. Fe3Si is a ferromagnetic binary
Heusler alloy and was found to have a spin polarization of
43% and a high Curie temperature of 820 K.2,3 Bulk Fe-Si is
probably among the most widely studied alloy systems in
human history, back to year 1889.4–7 Epitaxial Fe-Si thin
films on single crystalline substrates such as GaAs and MgO
have also been actively explored in recent years, partially
motivated by the quest for better magnetic tunneling
junctions.8–13 However, understanding of properties of Fe-Si
alloy films is still vague in various aspects, in particular re-
garding the strain-induced magnetic anisotropy that is an im-
portant feature for the control of magnetic media. This in-
spired us to investigate well-ordered epitaxial DO3-Fe3Si
thin films on MgO�001� using the Ferromagnetic resonance
�FMR� technique, aiming at correlating and quantifying in-
dividual magnetic anisotropy terms with different growth
conditions.14,15

The goal of the present paper is twofold: �i� we extend the
experimental work14 to low Si concentrations by investigat-
ing the Fe94.5Si5.5 thin film on MgO�001�; �ii� we report re-
sults of first-principles calculations for magnetic properties
of Fe100−xSix alloys �x=6.25–25� and discuss the physical
origin of magnetic anisotropy based on fundamental elec-
tronic structures. This lays a foundation for the manipulation
of magnetic anisotropy in Fe-Si films, a crucial step for the
utilization of these materials in technological applications. In
general, the magnetic free energy density of Fe100−xSix films
takes the form,

E = − M� · B� 0 + Ecub + Eshape + Eu
�, �1�

where the first Zeeman term is due to the external magnetic
field B� 0. Using �i to denote the direction cosines of the mag-
netization vector with respect to the three axes of cubic lat-
tice, the fourfold cubic magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the
second term is given by Ecub=K4��x

2�y
2+�x

2�z
2+�y

2�z
2�. The

third term is the shape anisotropy from magnetic dipole in-
teractions. For a homogeneously magnetized thin film it can
be written as Eshape=

�0

2 ·M2�z
2. Finally, the strain-induced

uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy is given by Eu
�=

−K2� ·�z
2. Due to the same angular variation of Eu

� and
Eshape, accurate measurement of magnetization is needed to
separate them.

While Eshape always favors an in-plane easy axis, the mag-
nitude and sign of Eu

� strongly depend on lattice strain, sur-
face and interface conditions, and compositions of thin films.
It has been an intriguing research subject in recent years to
find thin film materials with sufficiently large positive K2�

for the realization of perpendicular magnetization. For the
epitaxial DO3-Fe3Si thin films on MgO�001�, we found that
the Eu

� term tends to align magnetization out-of-plane.14 It is
interesting that Fe94.5Si5.5 intrinsically prefers an in-plane
alignment, in contrast to the result for Fe75Si25. Our density
functional calculations reproduced experimental data for
both concentrations and furthermore we explained the
mechanism through analyses in band structures.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

The epitaxial 8 nm thick Fe75Si25 film and the 11 nm thick
Fe94.5Si5.5 film were grown on MgO�001� in a molecular
beam epitaxy �MBE� system with a base pressure of about
1�10−10 mbar. The MgO�001� substrate was first cleaned
by isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath and afterward trans-
ferred into the MBE chamber. The substrate was annealed at
1200 K for 30 min. The films were grown by co-evaporation
of Fe and Si at a substrate temperature of T=485 K and a
growth rate of about 1 nm/min, which was monitored by a
calibrated quartz microbalance. In order to avoid any oxida-
tion, the samples were capped with 5 nm of chromium. To
verify that the capping layer has no influence on the mag-
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netic properties, uncapped films were also produced for com-
parison. Within the accuracy of the measurement there is no
difference between these two films. The structure and sto-
ichiometry of samples were verified using x-ray diffraction
�XRD� and energy dispersive x-ray analysis �EDX�. While
XRD and Mössbauer spectroscopy confirmed the DO3 struc-
ture for the Fe75Si25 system �see also Ref. 14� and an A2
structure for the Fe94.5Si5.5 film, from EDX we found that the
chemical composition was accurate within an error of 0.5%.

The angular dependent FMR experiments were performed
at ambient temperature at a fixed microwave frequency of
9.9 GHz. The magnetization of the film was determined by
superconducting quantum interference device �SQUID� mag-
netometry. To obtain the best accuracy for film volumes, the
lateral dimensions were measured by optical microscopy,
while thicknesses were checked by atomic force microscopy
�AFM�. The angular dependence of the FMR resonance field
can be derived from the free energy density with the ap-
proach introduced by Smit and Berljers.16 For details of the
procedure to obtain the resonance field as function of the
in-plane �azimuthal� angle and the out-of-plane �polar� angle
of the external magnetic field we refer the reader to Ref. 14�.
The results are

��

�
�2

= �Bres,� cos �� − �0Meff

+
K4

2M
�3 + cos 4�eq��

· �Bres,� cos �� +
2K4
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for the in-plane angular dependence and
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for the out-of-plane angular dependence for which the exter-
nal magnetic field is varied within the plane defined by the
�001�-direction �film normal� and the �110� in-plane direc-
tion. The quantities ��=�eq-�B and �	=	eq-	B are the dif-
ference between the angle of the external magnetic field ��B
and 	B for azimuthal and polar dependence, respectively�
and the equilibrium angle of the magnetization ��eq and 	eq�.
Note that the magnetization needs not necessarily follow the
external magnetic field direction due to the presence of mag-
netic anisotropy. �0Meff=

2K2�

M −�0M is the effective out-of-
plane anisotropy field, �=2
f the microwave frequency and
�=g

�B

� the spectroscopic splitting factor. The two equations
above yield complete angular dependencies of the in-plane
resonance field Bres,� as function of the azimuthal angle �B of
the external field as well as the out-of-plane dependence of
the resonance field Bres,� as function of the polar angle 	B of
the external field. The equilibrium angles of the magnetiza-
tion are determined by minimizing the free energy. The two
equations are used to extract the anisotropy values by fitting
them to the measured angular dependencies. In addition to
angular dependent FMR studies, frequency dependent mea-
surements using microwave frequencies of 9.8, 23.8, and
33.5 GHz were carried out. By means of those the g factor
was obtained in accordance with Eq. �2� and further utilized
for exact fitting of the angular dependent data.17

Figure 1 shows the out-of-plane angular dependence for
the Fe94.5Si5.5 �left panel� and Fe75Si25 �right panel� film. The
data for the Fe75Si25 sample has been reproduced from Ref.
14 and the attention here should be directed to the behavior
to external magnetic field angles around the out-of-plane di-
rection, 	B=0. Two fitting curves are shown: one includes all
magnetic anisotropies as discussed in Ref. 14 �black curve�
and another one �red/gray curve� includes only the shape
anisotropy, using �0M=1.842�45� T for the Fe94.5Si5.5
sample and �0M=1.105�30� T for the Fe75Si25 sample ob-
tained from separate SQUID measurements. The difference
between the two curves thus stems from to the intrinsic
uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy Eu

�. Strikingly, while
K2� is positive �11.0�4.0 kJ /m3, favoring an out-of-plane
easy axis� for the Fe75Si25 sample in the right panel, it be-
comes negative �−5.85�2.0 kJ /m3, favoring an in-plane

FIG. 1. �Color online� Angular dependence of the FMR resonance field as function of the out-of-plane angle of the external magnetic field
obtained at ambient temperature and a microwave frequency of 9.9 GHz for the Fe94.5Si5.5 �left panel� and the Fe75Si25 �right panel� samples.
The maximum of the resonance field at 	B=0 indicates that both films have an effective in-plane anisotropy. The black fitting curves are used
to extract the anisotropy values, whereas the red �light gray� curves show only the shape anisotropy.
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easy axis� for the Fe94.5Si5.5 sample in the left panel. One
should note that nevertheless both systems are magnetized
in-plane due to the much larger Eshape.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

To attain clear physical insights for the experimental data,
we also performed first-principles calculations for the mag-
netic anisotropy of Fe100−xSix alloys �x=6.25
25�. The all-
electron full potential linearized augmented plane wave
�FLAPW� method18 was used to solve the density functional
Kohn-Sham equations, along with the generalized gradient
approximation for the description of exchange-correlation
interaction.19 No shape approximation was assumed in
charge, potential, and wave function expansions. The core
electrons were treated fully relativistically, while the spin-
orbit coupling term was invoked second variationally for the
valence states.20 Energy cutoffs of 225 and 16 Ry were cho-
sen for the charge-potential and basis expansions in the in-
terstitial region. Spherical harmonics with a maximum angu-
lar momentum of lmax=8 were used in the muffin-tin region
�rFe=2.30 a.u. , rSi=2.10 a.u.�. We adopted 550 k points to
sample the irreducible Brillouin zone �BZ�, and the self-
consistence was assumed when the root-mean-square differ-
ences between the input and output charges and spin densi-
ties were less than 1.0�10−4 e / �a.u.�3.

For the Fe100−xSix alloy grown on the MgO�001� surface,
two factors may contribute to the intrinsic magnetic aniso-
tropy: tetragonal strain in the lattice and the presence of sur-
face and interface. Since experimental data were measured
from thick films �8 nm for Fe75Si25 and 11 nm for Fe94.5Si5.5�,
the surface/interface effects can be ignored to good approxi-
mation. We hence focus on magnetic anisotropy induced by
tetragonal strain in the films due to lattice mismatch. Super-
cell models with 16 atoms as sketched in Fig. 2 were used in
our calculations for Fe100−xSix �x=6.25
25� alloys. Accord-
ing to the phase diagram, Fe-Si alloys tend to adopt the DO3
structure when Si concentration is between 12.5% and
30%.21 For high Si concentrations, both A2-like and
DO3-like atomic arrangements were investigated and we
found that DO3-type structures are indeed more preferred.
The lattice sizes and atomic positions of these structures
were optimized according to the energy minimization proce-
dures guided by atomic forces with a criterion that atomic
force on each atom is less than 0.01 eV /Å.

The torque approach adopted here has been proved to be
an effective method for the reliable determination of mag-
netic anisotropy energy.20 To investigate the effect of lattice
distortion on K2�, we applied a tetragonal strain z� along
the z axis within a range of −2% to +2% in the constant-
volume mode �i.e., x=y =− /2�. The calculated strain de-
pendences of K2� for DO3-Fe75Si25 and A2-Fe93.75Si6.25 are
illustrated in Fig. 3. The smoothness of data points indicates
the high precision of the present calculations, even though
the amplitude of K2� is typically very small.

Obviously, the slope of the K2�
 line �dK2� /d� is
negative for the DO3-Fe75Si25, implying that a compressive
strain along the interface normal induces positive K2�. As
already reported in Ref. 14, x-ray diffraction studies revealed
that the vertical lattice size of the Fe75Si25 film is a�

=0.563 nm, 0.3% smaller than the cubic Fe75Si25 bulk lattice
constant abulk�Fe75Si25�=0.565 nm. Considering the vertical
strain of −0.3%, the calculated K2� is +12.8 kJ /m3. This is
in good agreement with experimental measurement
�11.0�4.0 kJ /m3, see the filled up-triangle in the inset of
Fig. 3�. In the same plot, interestingly, one observes that
dK2� /d for Fe93.75Si6.25 is positive, indicating an in-plane
contribution under a compressive strain along the z axis. Ex-
perimentally, the vertical lattice constant for the Fe94.5Si5.5
thin film was found to be a�=0.571 nm. As no bulk refer-
ence sample was available, one may compare this to the bulk

FIG. 2. �Color online� Atomic configurations for the cubic structures of Fe100−xSix alloy with x=6.25, 12.5, 18.75, and 25. Blue �dark� and
orange �light� spheres represent Fe and Si atoms, respectively.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The uniaxial anisotropy energy K2� of
Fe93.75Si6.25 �open circles� and Fe75Si25 �open diamonds� as a func-
tion of strains along the z axis. The inset is the enlarged K2�

curve within the strain range of −0.5% to +0.5%. The experimental
data for Fe94.5Si5.5 �down-triangle� and Fe75Si25 �up-triangle� are
also shown for comparison. The horizontal bar shows the possible
range of strain for Fe94.5Si5.5, −0.17% to −0.33%.
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Fe value of abulk�Fe�=0.5732 nm. This means that the
Fe94.5Si5.5 film is under a compression of about 0.33%. Ref-
erence 22 reported that the bulk lattice constant of the bulk
Fe95Si5 is about 0.572 nm, resulting in a compression of
about 0.17%. We assume that the actual lattice compression
in the Fe94.5Si5.5 film lies in this range �=−0.17–−0.33 %,
as shown by the horizontal bar in the inset of Fig. 3� and the
calculated K2� of Fe93.75Si6.25 is expected to be between −24
to −46 kJ /m3. The agreement between theory and experi-
ment should be still reasonable considering the uncertainty
regarding the real value of  in experimental samples.

To provide a general trend of the strain-induced uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy, we give dK2� /d of Fe100−xSix alloys at
different x in Table I, together with the values of K2� at a
fixed compressive strain, −0.3%. Obviously, K2� changes its
sign between x=12.5–18.75 %, as observed in our experi-
ments. Similar trend was also found from Fe100−xGex
alloys,23,24 for which the magnetoelastic coupling constant
changes its sign at x=14%. One may find that the magnetic
moments of Fe100−xSix alloys decrease linearly with increas-
ing Si content. Specially, the magnetic moments of Fe�C�
atoms, which have tetrahedral point symmetry with four Fe
and four Si nearest neighbors in the DO3 structure, become
significantly smaller than that in the bulk bcc Fe. The calcu-
lated magnetic moment for Fe�C� in Fe75Si25, 1.33�B, also
agrees excellently with the experimental data, 1.35�B.2

Furthermore, we also calculated the cubic bulk magnetic
anisotropy energies for Fe100−xSix. The cubic magnetic aniso-
tropy coefficient K4 can be determined experimentally by
using the magnetization curves in �100�, and �110�
directions.25,26 In the ab initio studies, K4 can be obtained by
evaluating the angle derivative of total energy at the polar
angle 	=22.5° away from the z axis �see the details in Ref.
21�. The cubic magnetic anisotropy energy is only about
1 �eV /atom due to the high symmetry. The determination
of such small energies through density functional calcula-
tions is still very challenging. In the present calculations,
67200 k-points were used in the full BZ to obtain converged
results of K4. As listed in Table I, it is striking to note that K4
also linearly decreases with x, in line with experimental
observations.10 Quantitatively, the calculated K4 for
DO3-Fe75Si25 �4.6 kJ /m3� is very close to the result reported
in Ref. 14 �4.0 kJ /m3�. We thus believe that the calculated
K4 values for other systems are also reliable and further ex-
periment work will be performed to verify them.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

It is obvious that first principle calculations correctly pro-
duced both the uniaxial and cubic terms of magnetocrystal-

line anisotropy energies of Fe100−xSix alloys under tetragonal
distortions. It is thus possible and desirable to unravel the
driving factor through analysis on fundamental properties
such as band structures and wave functions. To this end, we
first resolve the contributions to the K2� from different re-
gions in the BZ, starting from examining the K2�
kz depen-
dence �obtained by integrating contributions in each kx-ky
plane�. For Fe75Si25, the K2��kz� curve in Fig. 4 shows a
balance between positive contributions in the region 0�kz
�0.188 and negative contributions in the region 0.188�kz
�0.29 for the cubic DO3 lattice �black squares�. A negative
vertical strain �blue triangles� enhances the positive contri-
butions but depresses the negative contributions and thus
produces a positive K2�, as was presented in Fig. 3. We
further “zoom in” toward the most active region, and show
distributions of K2� in the kx-ky planes at kz=0.188 a.u. �or
slightly changed under distortions� in the insets. This proce-
dure allows us to see exactly which part of BZ and which
states are responsible to the strain dependence of K2�. Here,
the red and blue dots represent positive and negative contri-
butions to K2�, and their sizes show magnitudes. For
Fe75Si25, the most eye-catching region is red region around
1 /5��-M�, where both the area and magnitude sensitively

TABLE I. Calculated spin magnetic moments, slope of the K2�
 curve, K2� at =−0.3%, and the cubic
anisotropy constant K4 of Fe100−xSix alloys.

Fe100−xSix
x=

�tot

��B /cell�
�Fe�C�

��B /atom�
dK2� /d
�kJ /m3�

K2� at =−0.3%
�kJ /m3�

K4

�kJ /m3�
�

�10−6�

6.25 31.65 2.08 13971.6 −41.9 19.4 53

12.5 27.06 1.74 7907.2 −23.7 15.6 33

18.75 24.31 1.62 −3999.8 12.0 −13.1 −22

25 20.06 1.33 −4271.3 12.8 4.6 −11
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The distribution of K2� along the kz axis
in the 3D BZ of the DO3-Fe75Si25. Circles, squares, and triangles
are for cases with =2%, 0%, and −2%, respectively�. The insets
display the distributions of K2� in the kx-ky planes at kz

=0.188 a.u. Red �light gray� and blue �dark-gray� spots are for
positive and negative contributions to K2� from different �kx ,ky�
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change with vertical strains. For instance, this region ex-
pands for =0→−2%, but shrinks as =0→+2%.

As a further step, we calculated the band structure and the
k-dependence of K2��k� along the ��-M� direction in the BZ
at kz=0.188 a.u., for two different lattice strains. Again, it is
obvious in Fig. 5 that the major contributions to K2� are
from the vicinity near 1 /5��-M�. The availability of the de-
tailed band structures and matrix elements allows us to ulti-
mately trace down to key electronic states. In this region, we
found a pair of t2g �or dxz,yz� states across the Fermi level in
the minority spin channel, with their features displayed in the
lower-right panel of Fig. 5. They are localized at the Fe�C�
atom and are close in energy and, moreover, they have large
spin-orbit coupling interaction. Since they have the same
magnetic quantum number �m= �1� and are in the same
spin channel, they produce large positive contribution to K2�

through �xzLzyz�, according to the perturbation theory.27

Lattice compression along the z axis causes the occupied and
unoccupied dxz,yz bands to move up in energy and the region
where they stay separated by the Fermi level expands in the
BZ. As a result, a positive K2� is produced, as found in both
theory and experiment.

Analyses on contributions to K2� were also done for the
Fe93.75Si6.25 case. As shown in Fig. 6, the most active region
in K2� �kz� is near the center of the BZ, namely, at kz=0.
Negative contributions are further enhanced by negative
strain, as demonstrated by the motion of the K2� �kz� line
under tetragonal distortion. The projections of K2� in the
kx-ky plane �kz=0� in the insets of Fig. 6 indicate that most

pronounced changes of K2� actually happens near the �̄
point. A red region appears at the center of the BZ for
Fe93.75Si6.25 under positive tetragonal strain but the negative
contributions dominate for cases with zero or negative
strains. Results of band structures with the fixed kz �not

shown here� reveal that the response of K2� to lattice strain
stems from the change in occupation of dxy state. As was also
discussed before for the bulk Fe,28 the relative energy shifts
and changes of occupations of d states of the Fe�C� atom
under a negative  enhances the in-plane contributions but
weakens the perpendicular contributions to K2�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the electronic and magnetic anisotropic prop-
erties of Fe100−xSix alloys in A2 or DO3 structures have been
studied through experimental measurements and first-
principles calculations. We found that the magnetization di-
rection of Fe100−xSix films grown on MgO�001� under com-
pressive vertical strain change from in-plane to out-of-plane
at silicon concentration between 12% and 18.75%. Theory
and experiment achieved satisfactory agreement and thus
validate the further electronic structure analysis. Through de-
composition procedures in the Brillouin zone, we traced
down key electronic states, such as the Fe�C�-dxz,yz states for
Fe75Si25, for the unusual magnetoelastic coupling behaviors
of these alloys. These studies provide insights for the use of
Fe100−xSix alloys as spintronic materials. Furthermore, the en-
hanced magnetoelastic coupling is also essential for the un-
derstanding of magnetostriction, another significant subject
that is currently under active interdisciplinary
investigations.29,30
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